The house was packed, much of the standing room being sold, and at least half of the second balcony was also filled. Only one thing marred the performance, and that was the abortive attempt to introduce a "Tech is hell" yell. Even if the majority approve of the yell as a Tech yell, it is conspicuously out of place at an affair like the Tech Show. No one would think of starting a rush in the lobby, and this yell is equally out of place. Only the regulation "M. I. T." should be given, and that sparingly. The audience ought to be allowed to know that we are proud of the work done by our librettists and composers, and only thus is a yell justifiable at all.

With this exception, the Friday performance was faultless, both artistically and socially. It will be difficult next year even to approach this Show in excellence of staging and music, but we undoubtedly have the men to do it, if it can be done. Here's to a rousing success next year!

The Junior Promenade.

The Prom Committee are certainly to be congratulated upon the success of their work. Although unable to induce enough men to attend to warrant securing a very large hall, they promulgated the idea of a mammoth Prom and have thus blazed the way for future committees. Details were poorly supervised, but the Prom was, notwithstanding, enjoyed heartily by all who attended. It was remarked many times during the evening that no Junior could afford to miss his Junior Promenade.

The small hall at the Somerset was elaborately decorated with palms, and the matrons each carried American Beauty roses, while the same flowers were gracefully entwined around the orchestra's balcony.

The dance orders were tasteful little booklets, upon each one of which was a little hand-painted head. The fact that no two orders were alike furnished a boundless lot of fun in their comparison.

The matrons were Mrs. Theodore J. Amberg, Mrs. Samuel J. Mixter, Mrs. George V. Wendell, Mrs. George H. Seyms, Mrs. Willis R. Whitney.


The Dartmouth Meet.

The outlook for the Dartmouth Meet is considered by the athletic authorities to be highly promising. Our Track Team is a carefully developed body of men who devote every energy to perfecting their form and to lowering the records. Careful and continual training is certain to produce a strong team, as last year proved with great force.

This year Dartmouth enters many of her last year's point winners, though a few are absent. Her new men are strong in nearly all events and are relied on a great deal as second place men. She has had difficulty in holding trials on account of the weather, and all the entries are not definitely settled as yet. Training, too, has been rather less carefully done than at Tech, and it is training that counts.

The meet will be a contest between two teams which contain no exceptional stars, but are made up of very strong all-round men, with good second and third place men as well. Dartmouth's team is not believed to be quite the match for ours by the athletic contingent.

A victory is somewhat expectantly hoped for, though not as great a one as that of last year. In any event it will be a hotly contested meet and well worth the attendance of every man. Determined rooting accomplishes wonders, and our teams must not lack it. Next Saturday, remember, at the Newton Athletic Club grounds.